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Л
The theory is developed which explains the quark para-

statistics by antisymmetry of their states relative to the

transformation ir. the supersymmetry theory.
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Explanation of the parastatisties of quarks by means of

additional quantum number colour remains opea the question, on

the physical meaning of the introduced new variable or trans-

formation group. An attempt of a purely geometrical explana-

tion of the color encounters with the following difficulty.

The value introduced for classification of states must be in-

variant under the eigen Lorentz transformation (invariance at

reflection is not compulsory). An appropriate characteristic

for spinor field is the pa.ri.ty relative to the rt$ trans-

formation. However, the spinor field in the common space has

only two eigen states (right and left) with respect to the

operator V5 but not three as it is required for the

parastatistics of quarks.

Geometric characteristics of fields are essentially

broaden if one uses supergauge transformations introduced

in the Fermi-Bose supersymmetryP"' ' * } . The field is here

determined in the 8-diraensional space (Хм 62(_ ) where Хм

are usual real coordinates and time and Qj
 a r e

 *be com-

ponents of spiuor connected by the Majorana constraint 6^~ &*

Operator £JV affects not only spinor components of the

field but also the spinor argument. Classification of the

spinor field components from chirality gives three different

statesC J(right, left and nonchiral) instead of two in the

common theory. K d s makes it possible to suppose that baryoas

are an antisymmetrical composition of three fields with dif-

ferent chirality. Such anticniral states must have a high .

degree of symmetry with respect to replacing right by left,

that is typical for strong interactions. The Fermi statistics
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for fields agrees in this case with the parastatisties rela-

tive to variables of spin, isospin and strangeness if one

omits the hidden variable of chirality.

Projection operators for the separation of stages with

different chirality are nonlocal in the supersymmetry theory.

This i s not an obstacle for the hypothesis here developed

but may have a direct relation to the question of quark

confinement.
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